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Geothermal heat pump has been widely recognized as one of the promising technologies for building applications because of its 39 
high energy efficiency and low operating expense, however the high capital investment and installation costs discourage building 40 
owners to choose such a system. The horizontal geothermal heat pump system with reduced cost is a viable option that would 41 
be utilized widely, the aim of this paper is to catalogue and critique a range of effective approaches for the horizontal geothermal 42 
heat pump systems in different regions based on techno-economic assessment data. A ground heat exchanger is a vital component 43 
of the horizontal geothermal heat pump. The state-of-the-art analytical and numerical models of the linear-loop, slinky-coil and 44 
spiral-coil ground heat exchangers are generalized, in addition to their advantages and disadvantages. A large number of 45 
economic evaluation methods for analysing the financial performance of the horizontal geothermal heat pump system are 46 
presented. At the end, the standpoints, recommendations and potential future study on the horizontal geothermal heat pump 47 
system are deliberated.  48 
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1. Introduction 54 
A great majority of the worldwide energy is consumed for space heating/cooling and electricity generation, with the plurality 55 
coming from fossil fuels [1]. The utilization of fossil fuels is destructive to the environment due to greenhouse gases emission, 56 
which has been identified as the major contributor to the climate change [2, 3]. To attack the climate change, it is significant to 57 
develop alternative energy technologies like solar [4], wind [5], biomass [6] and geothermal energy [7, 8], which are able to 58 
provide energy in more efficient and healthy way. In this context, geothermal heat pump (GHP) system has already turned into 59 
a dominant choice for energy supply in commercial and residential buildings owing to its high Coefficient of Performance (COP) 60 




Fig. 1. World installed and predicted capacity of GHP units from 2013 to 2020 [10]  63 
In comparison to other traditional heating and cooling units, the GHP system has a lower operating cost and less influence on 64 
the atmosphere [11, 12]. Soil temperature is normally lower than the ambient air temperature in cooling season, but higher in 65 
heating season. As a result, the GHP system makes use of the soil as a heat source in heating season, and as a heat sink in cooling 66 
season. In general, a GHP system composes of three major elements: ground heat exchanger (GHE), heat pump and heat 67 
distribution subsystem as given in Fig. 2.  68 
 69 
Fig. 2. Schematic of GHP system for space heating and cooling [13] 70 
Moreover, the GHP system is divided into open-loop and closed-loop types, and extracts/rejects thermal energy from/to soil via 71 
circulating a working fluid within the GHE [13, 14]. Two popular closed-loop ground loops are utilized in the GHEs: vertical 72 
and horizontal types. Specifically, the vertical GHE requires approximately 50-150 m deep holes in the soil, and its main 73 
configurations include the U-tube, concentric tube and pile heat exchangers. In comparison, the horizontal GHE can be installed 74 
in shallow horizontal trenches 1-2 m deep, and its typical configurations are the linear-loop, spiral-coil and slinky-coil heat 75 
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exchangers [15, 16]. Furthermore, the installation of the vertical GHE is expensive compared with that of the horizontal GHE, 76 
but the horizontal GHE needs the large land area [17, 18]. Notably, in recent years, researches into the horizontal GHE focus on 77 
analytical and numerical models, system performance and behaviour of energy storage for various loop configurations and 78 
working conditions [19, 20]. 79 
The application of the GHP system for space heating and cooling has been improved in recent years, it is predicted that this trend 80 
will carry on in the next decades [21, 22]. Notably, the geothermal energy is less influenced by weather condition than other 81 
renewable energies like wind and solar [23].  82 
There are many techno-economic studies on the horizontal GHP system with diverse scenarios. Hence, lots of economic 83 
performance indicators are used to analyze the GHP finical benefits, such as Life Cycle Cost (LCC) , Levelized Cost of Heat 84 
(LCOH) , Levelized Cost of Service (LCOS) , Net Present Value (NPV) , Bin method , Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) , Present 85 
Worth (PW) , Annual Worth (AW) , Discounted Cash Flow Analysis (DCFA) [34], Internal Rate of Return (IRR) , Simple 86 
Payback Period (SPP)  and Discounted Payback Period (DPP)  approaches. But there is still a research gap in the light of 87 
generalizing the techno-economic solutions to evaluate technical and economic factors that influence the horizontal GHP system 88 
design and performance. The economic feasibility of a GHP system heavily depends on the capital and installation expenses of 89 
the GHE. Therefore, the aim of this study is to fill this research gap by offering not only an overall review but also a systematic 90 
summary of analytical, numerical and economic models for the horizontal GHP. Moreover, this work improves the awareness 91 
of different methodologies and hypotheses for these models, along with their major advantages and disadvantages. Additionally, 92 
the alternative methods, recommendations and future studies are illustrated as well. In the meantime, the vital demands for 93 
comparing the economic indicators in financial analysis for the horizontal GHP system are identified including LCC, LCOH, 94 
LCOS, NPV, Bin method, CRF, PW, DCFA, IRR, SPP and DPP. At the end, the summaries of the techno-economic solutions 95 
are produced in choosing an appropriate model for predicting the system energy output, efficiency, economic benefit, return on 96 
investment and payback time. This paper is presented in the following structure: a brief background concerning different types 97 
of the horizontal GHP system is introduced in Section 2, the technical and economic approaches are illustrated and generalized 98 
in Section 3, the challenges of the horizontal GHP system and suggestions for future study are given in Section 4, the important 99 
conclusions are summarized in Section 5. 100 
2. Types of the horizontal GHE 101 
The horizontal GHE has been extensively applied in the GHP system in several regions of the world. Thermal performance of 102 
the horizontal GHP system is comparatively lower than the vertical GHP system’s owing to the seasonal soil temperature 103 
variation, thereby the horizontal GHP system needs larger land area and longer pipe. However, the horizontal GHE is able to 104 
offer a cost-effective option as the excavation expense of horizontal trench is much lower than the vertical installation cost. The 105 
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horizontal GHE is classified into three styles including linear, slinky-coil and spiral-coil arrangements as shown in Fig. 3. The 106 
spiral and slinky configurations have higher heat transfer rates per trench unit length [24]. 107 
 108 
Fig. 3. Horizontal closed GHEs: (a) linear-loop; (b) slinky-coil; (c) spiral-coil [24] 109 
 110 
2.1 Linear-loop GHEs 111 
In term of the closed-loop system with sufficient ground area, the ground loop is arranged horizontally underneath the surface 112 
of ground within backfilled trenches. Three basic configurations including the trench, series and parallel loops, are presented in 113 
Fig.4. Their arrangements mainly rely on land availability and heat transfer demand. The series and parallel layouts typically 114 
require smaller land regions. Moreover, the series and parallel loops are able to be combined, improving the flexible horizontal 115 
fittings. The horizontal GHP systems are generally more cost-effective than vertical types for installations, on the basis of lower 116 
expenses in comparison to drilling [24, 25]. And the horizontal linear loops are laid and buried typically 1–2 m below ground 117 




Fig. 4. Schematic of linear GHEs: (a) trench configuration loop; (b) series loop; (c) parallel loop [25] 120 
 121 
2.2 Slinky-coil GHEs 122 
To make full use of available land area for trenching, the horizontal GHE can be installed as slinky loops that are positioned 123 
either horizontally or vertically as presented in Fig. 5.   124 
 125 
Fig. 5. Schematic of horizontal slinky GHEs: (a) horizontal; (b) vertical [25, 26] 126 
The slinky GHE is typically sited vertically in the narrow trench when the excavation is made with a trenching machine. On the 127 
contrary, normally mounted horizontally [26]. The long pipe increases circulation pump work thus lowering the system COP. 128 
Loop pitch is the distance between two slinky coils and typically in the range of 0.6–1.2 m [25]. For the slinky GHE, the width 129 
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of trench ranges 0.8–1.8 m with separation distance in multiple trenches of 2–4 m [25]. The loops sit in upright position in 130 
narrower trench generally with 15-20 cm wide [25]. Narrower trench requirement in vertical layout could reduce the total 131 
installation cost. 132 
2.3 Spiral-coil GHEs 133 
Spiral loop layouts are similar to the slinky-loops’, because they are normally horizontally oriented in shallow trenches as given 134 
in Fig. 6.  135 
 136 
Fig. 6. Schematic of horizontal spiral-coil GHE [27] 137 
Nonetheless, the piping is arranged within circular loops in the trench [28]. The spiral loops need less regions than traditional 138 
loops and have lower trenching demands, however, they require greater piping length for a fixed load [28]. The main merit of 139 
the spiral-loop arrangement is the decreased horizontal region demand, which permits diverse trenching equipment to be utilized, 140 
sometimes producing beneficial economics [29, 30].  An optimal design condition concerning coil pitch and setting depth are 141 
0.08 m and 2.5 m, respectively [29, 31]. 142 
3. Techno-economic models 143 
3.1 Technical models 144 
Nowadays, technical models are still an important domain for research. They have been regarded as essential implements for 145 
long time performance assessment, energy output and system optimisation. In fact, heat transfer analysis inside a horizontal GHE 146 
contains several uncertain factors as illustrated in Fig. 7, for example installation depth, working fluid rate, thermal conductivity 147 
of the soil and pitch spiral diameter [32]. 148 
 149 
Fig. 7. The impact factors of thermal performance of horizontal spiral-coil GHE [32] 150 
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Because of this reason, the physical process of heat transfer within the GHE is quite complex and typically divided into two parts. 151 
One part is the ground region, whereas another part is the GHE region containing the refrigerant within the pipe and buried pipes. 152 
At present, many prevalent analytical and numerical models are used in the process of heat transfer analysis in the horizontal 153 
GHE through involving linear-loop GHE , slinky-coil GHE  and spiral-coil GHE models. These analytical and numerical models 154 
are illustrated in the following section. 155 
3.1.1 Linear-loop GHE models 156 
Kupiec et al. [18] setup one-dimensional transient heat transfer model for the horizontal linear GHE to assess the system 157 
performance. Fig. 8 (a) depicts the GHE as a fictitious cuboid wherein heat is produced. Temperature difference along the y-axis 158 
is analysed by means of classifying the heat exchanger into stages. A thermal fluid flows in series by the neighbouring stages, 159 
which is regarded as perfect-mixing tanks in the model. Fig. 8 (b) displays the thermal fluid flow between the upper and lower 160 
heat exchangers. 161 
 162 
Fig. 8. Schematic of: (a) GHE as a fictitious cuboid; (b) working fluid flow within the GHE [18] 163 
The initial condition is given as follows: 164 
t 0 :=  b max
x xT T B exp( ) cos[ω(t t ) ]
L L
= + ⋅ − ⋅ − −                                                                                                                               (1) 165 
Where B is the half of the annual maximum temperature range; ω is the frequency. 166 
The boundary condition is written as follows: 167 
infx h= , bT T=                                                                                                                                                                                (2) 168 
The heat transfer rate between the soil and working fluid in the jth stage is given as: 169 
Lj L Lj L, j 1Q m c (T T )
• •
−= −                                                                                                                                                                       (3) 170 







= ∑                                                                                                                                                                                         (4) 172 
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The model is validated by test data, then utilized to assess heat exchange rate of the horizontal GHE for long-term operation 173 
period. Meanwhile, it can also be used to study the effect of different process parameters on the GHE efficiency. 174 
Li et al. [19] established a 3D heat transfer model of HGHE system to estimate the effects of soil surface boundary conditions 175 
and diurnal shading on the system performance. A schematic diagram of the HGHE system is shown in Fig. 9. Meanwhile, the 176 
basic heat transfer equations of HGHE system, soil surface boundary and shading are illustrated in Table 1. The results indicated 177 
that high building load and shallow buried depth of HGHE have significant influences on system performance, and daily variation 178 
in shading exhibits impact on outlet temperature of HGHE up to buried depth of 2.5 m. 179 
 180 
Fig. 9 (a) A typical horizontal heat pump system; (b) computational soil domain [19] 181 
Table 1 Heat transfer equations of HGHE system [19]  182 
Description Equation 
The working fluid flow in the HGHE: 
( ) 3f pff p p,f f p p,f f p f f D wall
ρ AT 1ρ A c ρ A c u T A k T f u Q
t 2 dh
∂
+ ⋅∇ = ∇ ⋅ ∇ + +
∂
 
The heat transfer between the pipe and nearby soil: wall eff ext fQ h (T T )= −
 
The heat transfer in the soil: 
s
s p,s s s wall
Tρ c k ( T ) Q
t
∂
= ∇ ⋅ ∇ −
∂
 
The soil surface boundary condition: 4 4ss
s s ss sky,K ss,K c a ss w
Tk (1 α )R ε σ(T T ) h (T T ) E
Z
∂
− = − + − + − −
∂
 




X cos(e e ) HD
W tanβ W
−
= =  
 183 
Pu et al. [20] investigated the effects of the five arrangements on HGHE performance by ANSYS Fluent 15.0 as shown in Fig. 184 
10, and concluded from Fig. 11 that the heat transfer rates of U-pipe and serpentine pipe are lower than that of single pipe, which 185 




Fig. 10. Five arrangements of HGHE [20] 188 
 189 
Fig. 11. The effects of five shapes arrangement of HGHE on thermal performance [20] 190 
Meanwhile, the comparison between in-line and relative displacement of staggered pipes on the HGHE performance is presented 191 
in Fig. 12. It is found from Fig. 13 that the performance of HGHE in staggered arrangement is better than that of in-line 192 
arrangement, however, when the relative offset distance D/S ⩽ 1/3, the in-line arrangement shows a better system performance. 193 
 194 




Fig. 13. The heat transfer rate vs. the offset distance [20] 197 
Noorollahi et al. [33] studied a horizontal GHP system to fulfil a 1000 m2 greenhouse energy demand in Iran as shown in Fig.14. 198 
To evaluate the GHP system performance, the heat transfer equations within the GHP system are given in Table 2. The heat 199 
transfer equations are resolved based on the Cranke Nicolson approach. The results demonstrate that increasing the length of 200 
GHE decreases the number of heat pumps required for the greenhouse, and also decreases the power consumption. 201 
 202 
Fig. 14. The schematic of GHE system applied in the greenhouse [33] 203 
 204 
Table 2 The heat transfer models for the greenhouse [33] 205 
Description Equation 
The energy conservation for the greenhouse: 
air amb sun HP aux
dTmc q q q q
dt
= + + +  
The heat transfer in the soil: 2
2
T 1 T 1 T





The heat transfer in the pipe wall: 
p b






The outlet fluid temperature: 
out s in s
w
2πRhT T (T T )exp( Δz)
mc




Todoran and Balan [34] investigated a horizontal GHP system for space heating within a small residential house as presented in 207 
Fig. 15. The basic energy balance equations are given in Table 3.  208 
  209 
Fig. 15. The schematic diagram of GHP system applied for a small residential house [34] 210 
Table 3 Heat transfer equations within the GHP system [34] 211 
Description Equation 
The heat output from heat pump condenser: k w w wQ m c Δt= ⋅ ⋅  
The heat source provided for heat pump evaporator: 0 a a aQ m c Δt= ⋅ ⋅  
The electricity consumption from heat pump compressor: C k 0P Q Q= −  







The whole system COP: k kSYS
SYS C w a
Q QCOP






Fig. 16. Power variations of the heat pump elements, COPHP and COPSYS: (a) autumn; (b) winter; (c) spring [34] 214 
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Fig. 16 illustrates electricity consumption variations of the heat pump components, COPHP and COPSYS. The mean COPHP for 215 
each operational period are 6.4 in autumn, 3.9 in winter as well as 4.7 in spring, meanwhile the mean COPSYS for each operational 216 
period are 5.4 in autumn, 3.5 in winter as well as 4.0 in spring. 217 
Sofyan et al. [35] developed an innovative three-dimensional transient model for the horizontal linear GHE with considering the 218 
impact of seasonal ground temperature change. Fig. 17 displays a graphic of the horizontal linear GHE and experimental rig. 219 
 220 
Fig. 17. Diagram of the horizontal linear GHE: (a) 3D model; (b) experimental rig [35] 221 
The heat transfer numerical formulations in terms of the ground, pipe wall and thermal fluid are obtained as: 222 
The ground region is given as: 223 
2 2
s s s s
2 2
s s
1 T T T H




                                                                                                                                                                (5) 224 
where αs is the soil diffusivity (m2 /s); Ts is the soil temperature (K); t is the time period (s); Hs is the soil source term (W/m3); 225 
ks is the soil conductivity (W/m K); x and y are the distance in the x and y directions (m). 226 
The pipe wall region is written as: 227 
p s
p p p f f p s p
T k Ac ρ V Ah (T T ) (T T )
t 0.5Δx
∂
= − + −
∂
                                                                                                                                       (6) 228 
The thermal fluid region is expressed as: 229 
f f
f f in f p f f f





                                                                                                                                             (7) 230 
Fig. 18 demonstrates the calculating region of the horizontal linear GHE through the explicit finite different method (FDM), the 231 




Fig. 18. Horizontal linear GHEs: (a) buried in the ground region; (b) calculating region [35] 234 
The ground region is discretised on the basis of the structured rectangular mesh which has an equal distance in the x and y 235 
directions. The heat transfer of ground surface is affected by vegetation cover, solar radiation, evaporation and precipitation. It 236 
is found that the numerical results exhibit good precision compared with the measurement data, and the model can be used to 237 
examine the system performance and soil temperature change for a long-term operating period. 238 
Kayaci and Demir [36] built a two-dimensional numerical heat transfer model for the horizontal GHE to simulate the system 239 
energy output for a 200 m2 office in Istanbul. Fig. 19 depicts the soil domains and horizontal GHE pipe.  240 
 241 
Fig. 19. Schematic of horizontal GHE pipe and soil domains [36] 242 




T T 1 T




                                                                                                                                                                         (8) 244 





=                                                                                                                                                                             (9) 246 
where mf is the mass fluid flow rate (kg/s); q is the heat flux (W/m2); Cp,f is the specific heat of fluid (J/kg·K). 247 
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Based on the energy equilibrium, the surface heat fluxes are determined with consideration of the surface-ambient heat 248 
interaction as given in Table 4. The heat transfer formulations are solved numerically by using the ADI approach which deals 249 
with the tri-diagonal matrix systems easily.  250 
Table 4 The heat fluxes on soil surface [36] 251 
Item Equation 
Energy equilibrium (soil surface) 
t h e ir er sq q q q q q
• • • • • •
= + + + +  
Convection 

























a s aeq 0.0168fh [P P ]
•




a airq 1.08{1 exp[ (0.01e ) ]}σT
•









m a 1sq (1 Albedo)[S S Re(exp(iωt φ )]
•
= − + +  
 252 
3.1.2 Slinky-coil GHE models  253 
In comparison to the linear-loop GHE, the slinky-coil GHE uses superimposed loops arranged horizontally along the bottom of 254 
a wide trench. Based on the heat pump's specification, environmental conditions and soil properties, the slinky-coil trenches are 255 
installed from 1/3 to 2/3 shorter than conventional one. In fact, they are more space-efficient and cost-effective, and fitted in 256 
regions with restrictions on land space. Therefore, many analytical and numerical models  have been established to evaluate the 257 
energy efficiency of the slinky-coil horizontal GHE.  258 
Xiong et al. [26] established an analytical model on the basis of the principle of superposition to determine the temperature 259 
response function for the slinky-coil horizontal GHE as shown in Figs. 20 and 21.  260 
 261 




Fig. 21. Distance between points Pi and Pj on ring source j [26] 264 
The continuous point source method is expressed as:  265 
q dΔT(d, t) erfc( )
4πkd 4αt
=                                                                                                                                                             (10) 266 
where q is the heat rate (W); d is the distance between two points (m); t is the time (s); T is the temperature (°C). 267 







q R 2 αtΔT(P , t) dω
4πkd d(P ,P )
= ∫                                                                                                                                                (11) 269 
where P is the point; R is the radius of ring (m); i and j are the arbitrary indices. 270 
Their simulation results indicate that ±1% deviation in temperature response factor causes the maximum ±0.2 °C error in the 271 
predicted heat pump inlet working fluid temperature for one year operating period. Meanwhile, this analytical model exhibits 272 
good precision and decreases the calculation time dramatically, making the calculation time of temperature response factor in a 273 
rational range for the whole building energy analysis. 274 
Sangi and Müller [37] developed a called Modelica-model for the slinky-coil horizontal GHE as given in Fig. 22. The heat 275 
transfer model between the working fluid and pipe wall is developed by the Modelica Standard Library (MSL). 276 
 277 
Fig. 22. Modelica-model [37] 278 






=                                                                                                                                                                            (12) 280 
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where T1 and T2 are the temperatures on both sides of the wall (°C); δ is the wall thickness (m); λ is the soil thermal conductivity; 281 
A is the area (m2). 282 
The heat transfer between pipe wall and working fluid is written as: 283 
conv fluid wallQ αA(T T )= −                                                                                                                                                                   (13) 284 
where α is the heat transfer coefficient;  285 





2πLQ (T T )1 1





                                                                                                                                       (14) 287 
where L, rinner and router are the pipe length, internal and external pipe radii (m), respectively. 288 
The numerical predictions are verified by the published test results, which proves the accuracy and reliability of the model. 289 
Li et al. [38] proposed a moving ring source model considering the influence of subsoil water flow to study the temperature 290 
response of the horizontal slinky-coil GHE and multiple’s performance. Fig. 23 describes the schematic diagram of a single 291 
moving ring source model within an infinite medium. In order to further simplify the calculation process, both the adiabatic and 292 
constant boundary conditions are assumed via the method of images as shown in Fig. 24.  293 
 294 
Fig. 23. Diagram of the single moving ring source method [38] 295 
 296 




Fig. 25. Arrangements of the multiple ring sources [38] 299 
Temperature rise at point P is given as: 300 
n 1
'0
inf,P inf,i i 0
i 0r




= ∑                                                                                                                                                             (15) 301 
2π
'0
inf,P inf i 0
r 0
kr 1 (x cosσ)Θ θ exp{[Pe ] f (R ,Pe,F )}dσ
q 8 2
−
= = ⋅∫                                                                                                                  (16) 302 




1 PeR R PeF PeR R PeFf (R ,Pe,F ) [exp( )erfc( ) exp( )erfc( )]
R 2 22 F 2 F
− +
= − +                                                                                          (17) 303 
where U is the groundwater constant velocity along x-direction, 0
UrPe
α
















= . 304 
Fig. 25 illustrates the calculation process of multiple slinky ring source based on the superposition principle. When a slinky GHE 305 
comprises of n ring source units, the temperature increases at point P within a semi-infinite medium are given as: 306 
n 1
'0
sf ,P inf,i i 0'
i 0r




= ∑                                                                                                                                                            (18) 307 
2π' ' '0
sf 0 sf 0 00
r
kr 1 XΘ (R ,Pe,F ) θ exp(Pe ) [f (R ,Pe,F ) f (R ,Pe,F )]dσ
q 8 2 + −




( (x x ') (y r cosσ) [z ( z ' r sin σ)]
R
r+
− + − + − − +




( (x x ') (y r cosσ) [z (z ' r sin σ)]
R
r−
− + − + − +
=                                                                                                                        (21) 310 
where R is the distance from point to ring source (m); Fo is the Fourier number; θ is the temperature response (°C); r is the radial 311 




The ring coil surface temperature is written as:  314 
ij
n
sf i sf sur sf RS
j 1, j i
Θ Θ Θ− − −
= ≠
= + ∑                                                                                                                                                             (22) 315 






= ∫                                                                                                                                                                     (23) 317 
This proposed analytical model is used to study thermal efficiency of a spiral heat exchanger under different circumstances and 318 
quickly estimate the mean pipe wall temperature.  319 
3.1.3 Spiral-coil GHE models 320 
The horizontal spiral-coil GHE is widely utilized because it has large heat exchange area and better flow mode without air 321 
chocking in the pipes compared with the linear and slinky-coil GHEs. Moreover, the spiral-coil GHE could reduce the 322 
complication of the pipe connections and the effect of thermal short-circuiting between inlet and outlet pipes. Thereby, a number 323 
of models have been proposed in order to study thermal physical characteristics of the spiral-coil GHE. 324 
Jeon et al. [13] developed a novel Green's function analytical model of horizontal spiral-coil GHE by the mirror image and 325 
superposition approaches. This model is used to study the influence of a semi-infinite medium and soil temperature distribution. 326 
Fig. 26 (a) shows the graphic vision of a spiral coil source for the horizontal GHE.  327 
 328 
Fig. 26. (a) Horizontal spiral-coil GHE; (b) mirror image method [13] 329 
According to Fig. 26 (b), the boundary of soil surface is regarded as isothermal or adiabatic condition, relying on the symbol of 330 
the source in the image. The temperature change because of the image spiral-coil GHE is given as: 331 
2
ims F (x,y ',z) (y y ')ht t
4α(t τ)l l
3/ 2 3/ 2
0 0 0 0
q q 1θ(u, t) G(u, t u ', t)du 'dτ e dy 'dτ
ρc 8(πα) (t τ)
+ −∞ −
−= =
−∫ ∫ ∫ ∫                                                                                          (24) 332 
2 2 2
im 0 0 0
2πy ' 2πy 'F (x, y ',z) x (z d) r 2xr cos( ) 2(z d)r sin( )
ps ps




0 ims F (x,y ',z) (y y ') F (x,y ',z) (y y ')ht t
4α(t τ) 4α(t τ)l l
3/ 2 3/ 2
0 0 0 0
q q 1θ(u, t) G(u, t u ', t)du 'dτ e e dy 'dτ
ρc 8(πα) (t τ)
+ − + −∞ − −
− −= = −
−∫ ∫ ∫ ∫                                                                  (26) 334 
2 2 2
0 0 0 0
2πy ' 2πy 'F (x, y ',z) x (z d) r 2xr cos( ) 2(z d)r sin( )
ps ps
= + − + − − −                                                                                                   (27) 335 
where u’ is the position of the image spiral coil source; q is the temperature (°C); Q (u, t) is the source density; u is the position 336 
vector. 337 




q erfc[A (u, y ') / 2 αt ] erfc[A (u, y ') / 2 αt ]θ(u, t) dy '
4πλ A (u, y ') A (u, y ')
= −∫                                                                                                          (28) 339 
2
0/im 0/imA (u, y ') F (x, y ',z) (y y ')= + −                                                                                                                                               (29) 340 
The results of the numerical model display a good fit with the experiment data with an average difference of 0.3%. The model 341 
is capable of capturing the structure of the spiral coil accurately, and therefore it provides a more precise assessment for the soil 342 
temperature. 343 
Kim et al. [29] established a 3D numerical model of HGHE by CFD software as presented in Fig. 27. The 3D numerical model 344 
has 472626 elements that are setup as a tetrahedral type. The average mesh element quality is about 0.6581. It can be obtained 345 
from Fig. 28 that the outlet fluid temperature is lower than the inlet fluid temperature, finally reaches 32.09 °C which is lower 346 
than the entering water temperature of 32.2 °C. 347 
 348 




Fig. 28. Numerical simulation results [29] 351 
Li et al. [39] studied the operating features of the horizontal spiral-coil GHP to analyse the influences of heat pump and 352 
groundwater movement on the system performance as illustrated in Fig. 29. 353 
 354 
Fig. 29. The schematic of the horizontal spiral-coil GHP system [39] 355 
The heat transfer model between the working fluid and pipe is illustrated as [39]: 356 
f p 2f
f p p,f f p p,f f p f f D Wall
h
ρ AT 1ρ A C ρ A C u T (A k T ) f u u Q
t 2 d
∂
+ ⋅∇ = ∇ ⋅ ∇ + +
∂                                                                                              (30) 357 
Ap is the cross section area of pipe (m2); qf is the working fluid density (kg/m3); t is the time (s); u is the working fluid velocity 358 
(m/s); fD is the Darcy friction factor; dh is the hydraulic pipe diameter (m); Tf is the working fluid temperature (°C); Cp,f is the 359 
heat capacity of fluid (J/kg·°C); kf is the thermal conductivity of fluid (W/m·°C). 360 
The heat transfer between the ground and pipe is given as [39]: 361 
wall eff s fQ (hZ) (T T )= −                                                                                                                                                                     (31) 362 
where Ts is the ground temperature (°C); (hZ)eff is the whole thermal resistance of the pipe wall (K/W).  363 










                                                                                                                                                                    (32) 365 
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where ri and ro are the inner and outer radius of the pipe respectively (m); hi is the convection coefficient within the pipe 366 
(W/m2·°C); kp is the thermal conductivity of the pipe wall (W/m·K). 367 
The heat exchange within the soil region is described as: 368 
s
s p,s s s wall
Tρ C (k T ) Q
t
∂
= ∇ ⋅ ∇ −
∂
                                                                                                                                                         (33) 369 
where subscript s denotes the soil. 370 




1Q Q (1 )
COP
= −                                                                                                                                                         (34) 372 




1Q Q (1 )
COP
= +                                                                                                                                                         (35) 374 
Electricity input to the compressor of heat pump is calculated by: 375 
GHEQP
COP
=                                                                                                                                                                                        (36) 376 
where P is the heat pump power (W); COP is the coefficient of performance; QGHE is the thermal load of GHE (W). 377 
The initial and boundary conditions are given in Table 5.  378 
Table 5 The initial and boundary conditions [39] 379 
Description  Equation 
Initial conditions 
The initial conditions of the soil and fluid are 
regarded as same s/f st 0 t 0
T (x, y,z, t) T (z, t)
= =
=  





ωT (z, t) T T e cos[ω(t tc) z ]
2α
−
= − − −
 
Boundary conditions 
At wall z = 0 s mean amp cz 0T (x, y,z,τ) T T cos[ω(t t )]= = − −  
At wall z = H s Sz H z HT (x, y,z,τ) T (z, τ)= ==  
At wall y = 0 and y = L s sy 0,y L y 0,y LT (x, y,z,τ) T (z, τ)= = = ==  
At wall x = 0 and x =W s
x 0,x W






Fig. 30 illustrates the comparison among outlet fluid temperatures calculated by numerical model and Mei’s model, and 381 
experiment data. It can be found that the outlet fluid temperatures in numerical model give a good agreement with the test results. 382 




Fig. 30. Comparison among numerical model, experimental results and Mei’s model [39] 385 
Moreover, the results reveal that the differences between mean inlet fluid temperatures with and without heat pump in cooling 386 
and heating modes reach 4.1% and 11.5%, respectively. Furthermore, the pipe spacing and soil thermal conductivity have great 387 
influences on the horizontal GHP system performance. 388 
Kim et al. [40] simulated a horizontal spiral-coil GHE to compare its heat transfer rate with the slinky-coil GHE’s by using the 389 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software as shown in Fig. 31.  390 
 391 
Fig. 31. Numerical simulation: (a) 3D geometric model; (b) mesh model [40] 392 
Small error of about 8–10% between the numerical and experimental results is obtained. It is concluded that the horizontal spiral-393 
type GHP could achieve better performance than the slinky-coil GHP. In addition, the soil thermal conductivity and GHE 394 
configurations are the key factors to calculate the GHE heat transfer rate while the pipe diameter has little impact on the GHE 395 
performance. 396 
Go et al. [31, 41] established a three-dimensional model of a horizontal spiral-coil loop to investigate thermal behaviour based 397 




Fig. 32. (a) Heat transfer process; (b) finite element model [31, 41] 400 
The heat transfer equation in the region is expressed as: 401 
2 2 2
2 2 2
T T T T T T(ρC)u( ) λ( ) Q
x y z x y z
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + − + + =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
                                                                                                                             (37) 402 
where u is the fluid velocity (m/s); T is the soil temperature (°C); λ is the soil thermal conductivity (W/m·K); Q is the heat 403 
sources (W/m3). 404 
The fluid equation within a pipe is given as: 405 
p 2f
f p p f p p f p f D wall
h
ρAT 1ρ A C ρ A C u T (λA T ) f u u Q Q
t 2 2d
∂
+ ⋅∇ = ∇ ⋅ ∇ + + +
∂
                                                                                             (38) 406 
where rf is the refrigerant density (kg/m3); Ap is the area of pipe cross-section (m2); Cp is the specific heat capacity at a constant 407 
pressure (J/kg·°C); u is the fluid velocity (m/s); 1/2fDρAp/2dh is the friction heat dissipated due to viscosity; Q is the normal heat 408 
source (W/m); Qwall is the heat source term (W/m). 409 
The heat transfer equation between the working fluid and solid mass is written as: 410 
wall eff ext fQ (hZ) (T T )= −                                                                                                                                                                   (39) 411 
where Text is the external temperature outside the pipe (°C); Z is the perimeter of the pipe wall (m). 412 
To analyse heat exchange of the horizontal GHE, a finite element model is established with dimensions of 30 m× 15m × 5 m by 413 
COMSOL Multiphysics software as depicted in Fig. 32(b). 414 
According to Fig. 33, the mean relative error is less than 2.5% between the prediction of the numerical model and test data. It is 415 
concluded that the rainfall infiltration leads to a widening working fluid temperature gap between the inlet and outlet, and it 416 
could increase the thermal efficiency. Meanwhile, the groundwater movement has a positive influence on the system performance, 417 




Fig. 33. Validation between numerical and experimental results [41] 420 
3.1.4 Comparison of technical models 421 
To decrease the horizontal GHE pipe length, required land region and enhance thermal performance, the comparative study of 422 
analytical and numerical models is done for three types of the horizontal GHE .  423 
 424 
Fig. 34. Diagram of a horizontal GHEs (a) linear; (b) helical; (c) slinky [15] 425 
Dasare and Saha [15] analysed the annual performance of the horizontal GHE with different configurations based on three-426 
dimensional FEM model for short-term operation as presented in Fig. 34. It is revealed that the spiral coil-type GHE presents 427 
superior performance in the light of heat energy extraction compared with the linear horizontal GHE. Moreover, the trench depth 428 
is not a significant factor affecting the GHE performance.  429 
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Habibi and Hakkaki-Fard [42] presented a three-dimensional numerical model by the finite volume method (FVM) to evaluate 430 
thermal performances of different horizontal GHEs as given in Fig. 35. The diagram of the heat transfer analysis based on the 431 
equivalent thermal resistance circuit is given in Fig. 36. 432 
 433 
Fig. 35. Schematic diagram of GHEs (a) calculation domain; (b) slinky; (c) spiral; (d) linear [42] 434 
 435 
Fig. 36. The heat transfer analysis based on the thermal resistance circuit [42] 436 
The heat transfer rate along the buried GHE pipe is obtained as: 437 
ds
GHE
1dQ (T T)( )dx
R
= −                                                                                                                                                                   (40) 438 
where T is the circulating fluid temperature (°C); Tds is the soil temperature nearby the pipe (°C); RGHE is the GHE thermal 439 
resistance (W/m).  440 
The disturbed soil temperature is given as: 441 
c
ds soil y y
T (t) T (y, t) f (t)
=
= +                                                                                                                                                               (41) 442 
where yc is the depth of the GHE center (m); f(t) is the thermal influence of the GHE on the soil surrounding the pipe (m). 443 
The overall heat transfer rate is expressed as: 444 
water water
dTdQ m C dx
dx
=
                                                                                                                                                                   (42) 445 
where mwater is the water mass flow rate (kg/s); Cwater is the specific heat of water (kJ/kg·s). 446 
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The thermal load of the GHE is given as: 447 
GHE building
1Q Q (1 )
COP
= −






−                                                                                                                                                                              (44) 449 
building 0 0 0 0
3 2π 1 2πQ A sin[ (t t ) A sin[ (t t )]
4 8760 4 8760
= − + −
                                                                                                                    (45) 450 
where QH is the heat transfer rate in the heat pump condenser such as the building thermal demand (Qbuilding) (kW); QL is the heat 451 
transfer rate in the heat pump evaporator such as the GHEs load (QGHE) (kW); A0 is the maximum amount of heat that is injected 452 
to the building by the GHP during the cold period of the year (kW). The thermal resistance equations within the GHE are 453 
illustrated in Table 6. The results indicate that the linear arrangement has the highest heat transfer rate per pipe length. 454 
Table 6 The thermal resistance heat transfer equations within the GHE [42] 455 
Description Equation 
The thermal resistance of GHE (RGHE): GHE conv pipe dsR R R R= + +  














The thermal resistance between external pipe wall and soil: out cons tan tds
soil out





Furthermore, an innovative design concept for the height of the secondary soil (HSS) is proposed to improve thermal performance 457 
of the horizontal GHE system. Fig. 37 depicts the schematic of spiral GHE in parallel arrangement with secondary soil. The HSS 458 
is defined as the height of the secondary soil used on top of the GHE.  459 
 460 
Fig. 37. Schematic diagram of horizontal GHEs buried in secondary soil [42] 461 
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According to Fig. 38, it can be concluded that the secondary soil has better heat transfer rate during 80% of the heating season. 462 
Meanwhile, it is also demonstrated that the saturated secondary soil is able to decrease the initial installation expense of the GHE 463 
up to 40% in comparison with the system without the secondary soil. 464 
 465 
Fig. 38. Influence of different secondary soil types on heat transfer rate of horizontal GHE [42] 466 
Han et al. [43] established a three-dimensional heat transfer model of the horizontal GHP to calculate the annual system 467 
performance for various GHE arrangements. Fig. 39 exhibits the geometries of those horizontal GHE configurations. Results of 468 
this study demonstrate that the soil temperature and thermal properties contribute to enhancing the GHE system performance for 469 
long-term and short-term operating periods. 470 
 471 
Fig. 39. Geometry of different horizontal GHEs in heating mode [43] 472 
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Selamat et al. [44] developed a three-dimensional CFD model to optimize the design for the horizontal GHE by means of different 473 
GHE arrangements and pipe materials. Fig. 40 shows the pressure distributions of flow path under different layouts. It is found 474 
that the slinky-coil GHE has high heat transfer rate compared to the straight GHE. Furthermore, copper pipe could improve 475 
energy efficiency by 16% over high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe. 476 
 477 
Fig. 40. Schematic diagram of pressure distribution: (a) linear; (b) slinky; (c) vertical slinky; (d) inverted vertical slinky [44] 478 
To sum up, the merit of analytical models is that the straightforward complicated mathematical algorithm could be easily 479 
combined into a simulation/design program. Meanwhile, the essential calculation time of the analytical method is much less in 480 
comparison to the numerical method’s. However, the accuracy of analytical results is slightly low because of the assumptions 481 
and simplifications. Therefore, the numerical models are more attractive to attain high accurate results based on the FEM, FDM, 482 
FVM, ADI and commercial software. It is found that the numerical models of the horizontal GHE normally conduce to more 483 
comprehensive investigations of the GHP performance in the design and optimization phases. In comparison to the analytical 484 
models, the numerical models often provide a better approximation of the energy efficiency, temperature variation as well as soil 485 
heat and mass transfer rates. Nevertheless, they are impractical for engineering application for three reasons as below: 1) 486 
numerical models are more time-consuming and complicated for the computing process; 2) it is very difficult to setup a normal 487 
mesh production program for different arrangements; 3) the majority of the numerical methods are performed by the CFD, 488 
Matlab, COMSOL and FEFLOW software. Table 7 demonstrates the comparison of the main analytical and numerical models 489 





Table 7 Comparison of analytical and numerical models 492 
Technical models 
 Model  Type Assumption conditions Initial and boundary conditions Key findings 




et al. [17] 
Linear-loop GHE 1) The thermal interaction is 
overlooked between soil surface 
and nearly soil; 2) The refrigerant 
temperature variation alongside 
the pipe length is ignored. 
1) The initial soil temperature is set as 
21.49 °C; 2) The initial heat flux is defined 
as 48.2W/m; 




q 4αt y yT T [ exp( ) y erfc( )]
k π 4αt 2 αt
= + − − ⋅  
Based on the line 
source model. 
The difference 
between the 1D 




To assess the long-term variation 
in the soil temperature. 
Xiong et al. 
[26] 
Slinky-coil GHE 1) The heat flux is uniform along a 
ring; 2) The heat flux of every ring 
within the GHE region is the same; 
3) The soil is regarded as a semi-
infinite uniform medium;  
1) The initial condition is defined as: 
1 2 1 2T (x, z,0) T (x, z,0) T (x, z,0)+ = +  




− = −  
sT T (t), z 0= =  
Based on the 
principle of 
superposition. 
The maximum error 
of the inlet fluid 
temperature of heat 




1) To calculate the thermal 
influence of the soil temperature 
change; 2) To calculate the 
system performance and energy 
output; 3) To significantly 
improve computation speed. 
Sangi and 
Müller [37] 
Slinky-coil GHE 1) The heat transfer of ground is 
assumed as the heat conduction; 2) 
The influence of heat radiation and 
convection are neglected in the 
model; 3) The ground 
temperatures at the surfaces are set 
to be constant. 
1) The boundary of calculation domain is set 
as 55×24×10m; 2) The pipes of the GHE are 
laid out 1.5 m below the surface. 
 
Based on the 
thermal resistance 
method. 
The deviation is about 
2.1 °C between the 
analytical model and 
test result. 
To evaluate the system 
performance and parameter 
analysis. 
Li et al. 
[38] 
Slinky-coil GHE 1) The soil surface is regarded as 
the constant value; 2) The soil is 
treated as a homogeneous infinite 
porous medium; 3) The velocity of 
soil  groundwater flow is assumed 
as  a constant value along one 
direction; 
1) The average original ground temperature 
is defined from the ground surface to the 
depth of 5m; 2) The working fluid 
temperature of 20 °C is set as the initial 
temperature; 3) The adiabatic boundaries are 
set between the symmetry of the heat source 
and virtual heat sink/source. 
Based on the 
Green’s function 
and line source 
model. 
The relative 
difference is less than 
2% based on the error 
functions. 
1) To analyze the thermal 
performance with considering 
the ground water flow; 2) To 
determine the pipe wall, soil 
temperature. 
Jeon et al. 
[13] 
Spiral-coil GHE 1) The calculation domain is 
defined as a homogeneous, 
isotropic solid body; 2) The model 
is assumed in the semi-infinite 
medium. 
1) The initial condition is given as: 
θ(u,0) j(u,0)= ; 2) The Dirichlet boundary 






θ(u, t) h(u, t)= . 
Based on the 
Green’s theory and 
mirror image 
method. 
The error between the 
analytical and 
experimental results 
is about 0.3%. 
To provide a more accurate 







1) System is utilized merely for 
space heating; 2) All components 
are regarded as the steady-state; 3) 
All thermal and physical 
properties of materials are set as 
the uniform; 4) Soil is treated as 
the homogeneous medium; 5) 
Heat transfer in the soil region is 
defined as pure heat conduction; 
1) The initial soil temperature is defined as 
the undisturbed soil temperature; 2) The soil 
surface and bottom boundaries of the domain 
are defined as the undisturbed soil 
temperature; 3) The mean working fluid 
temperature is set as the inlet fluid 
temperature of the simulated loop. 
 
Based on the 
thermal resistance 
method. 
The maximum error 
observed from the 
experimental data is 
about 4.5% compared 
with the analytical 
results. 
1) To investigate the thermal 
performance and initial 
installation cost among the three 
types of GHEs; 2) To assess the 
effect of the secondary soil layer 





6) The pipe wall is assumed to be 





Linear-loop GHE 1) The ground is treated as a semi-
infinite body; 2) The soil is 
regarded as a heat conduction 
process; 3) The heat exchange 
between the soil and environment 
is assumed as heat convection. 
1) The initial condition is given as: t=0: 
T=f(x); 2) The first boundary condition for 
the soil surface is x=0: 0 a o
dTk h (T T )
dx
− = − 3) 
The second boundary condition is given as: 
x →∞ , T=Tb 
Model equations 
are solved by the 
FDM using the 
Cranke Nicolson 
scheme. 
The soil temperature 
difference in the 
simulated model is 
are consistent with 
the experimental 
results (error <10%). 
1) The model can be used to 
determine the soil surface 
temperature and heat transfer 
rate from soil to working fluid; 2) 
The mean temperature of the 
subsurface layer of the soil are 
determined. 
Noorollahi 
et al. [33] 
Linear-loop GHE 1) The greenhouse and soil are 
regarded as the heat sources or 
sinks; 2) Heat transfer model is 
divided into two parts, namely 
internal and external of the 
greenhouse. 
1) The initial condition is written as:





; 2) The boundary condition is 
given as: gT(r , t) T→∞ = ; gT(r,0) T= . 
The heat transfer 
equation is solved 
by the Cranke-
Nicolson method 
based on the Matlab 
software. 
The maximum error 
is about 13.1% 
between numerical 
model and test 
results. 
 
1) The proposed model can be 
utilized to obtain the GHP 
system energy output for 
greenhouse; 2) To Analyse the 
heat transfer process between 
soil and working fluid. 
Sofyan et 
al. [35] 
Linear-loop GHE 1) The heat transfer in the soil 
domain is assumed as the pure heat 
conduction; 2) The heat transfer 
between working fluid and soil is 
regarded as 2D model. 
 
1) The soil seasonal variation are determined 





= ; 2) The soil temperature is 
assumed as the constituent value at the depth 
of 10m; 3) The computational domain of soil 
is treated as the symmetry boundary. 
1) The 3D model is 
solved based on the 
explicit FDM; 2) 
The time step Δt is 







≤ ≤  
1) The maximum soil 
temperature error 
between the 3D 
model and the 
measured result is 
0.3 °C; 2) The 
measured outlet fluid 
temperature is higher 
than the 3D model. 
 
The model is used to conduct a 
sensitivity analysis to investigate 
the effects of the pipe length, 
fluid flow rate and inlet working 




Linear-loop GHE 1) The horizontal parallel pipes are 
assumed as the same depth; 2) The 
influences of mass transfer to total 
heat transfer rate are overlooked; 
3) Ground thermal properties is 
regarded as the constant; 4) The 
working fluid rate is the same 
within each pipe; 






t πT(x, t) T T e cos(2π Y )
P α P
−
= + −  
2) The boundary conditions are given as: 















(W/m2), y=H; qt (W/m2), y=0. 
Based on the ADI 
method. 
The maximum errors 
between numerical 
and experimental 
results of mean inlet 
and outlet working 
fluid temperatures are 
verified as 1.09°C 
and   0.86°C, 
respectively. 
1) The model is used to solve 
efficiently with the tri-diagonal 
matrix algorithm; 2) The model 
can be used to determine the 
annual heating and cooling 
energy output for a long-term 
operation. 
 
Li et al. 
[39] 
Spiral-coil GHE 1) The heat exchange between soil 
and working fluid is assumed as 
the pure heat conduction; 2) The 
thermal load of GHEs is assumed 
to be equal to the building 
demands; 3) COP is calculated by: 
2 2
f ,0 f ,0COP 0.003T 0.056T 5.784= + +  
1) The initial conditions of the working fluid 
and ground are considered as the same: 
s/f st 0 t 0
T (x, y, z, t) T (z, t)
= =
= ; 2) The soil 
boundary condition are given as: z=0, 
s mean amp cz 0
T (x, y, z, t) T T cos[ω(t t )]
=
= − − ; 3) 
z=H, s sz H z HT (x, y, z, t) T (z, τ)= == ; 4) y=0 
and y=L, s sy 0,y L y 0,y LT (x, y, z, t) T (z, τ)= = = == ; 
5) x=0 and x=W, s
x 0,x W






Based on the FEM. The maximum error 
of outlet fluid 
temperature is 1.1 °C 
and the mean error is 
0.2 °C. 
1) To study the effect of heat 
pump COP, ground  and working 
fluid temperatures; 2) To analyse 
the impact factors including the 
pipe spacing, buried depth as 
well as soil thermal conductivity, 
on system performance. 
Kim et al. 
[40] 
Spiral-coil GHE The heat transfer process is treated 
as the heat conduction in the 
ground region. 
1) The initial inlet working fluid temperature 
is set as 16 °C; 2) The boundary of model is 
defined as 5m×1m×1m. 
Based on the FEM 
and CFD. 
The difference is 
about 8%–10% 
between numerical 
1) To precisely assess the 
thermal performance of the 






influence of design factors on the 
heat exchange rate. 
Go et al. 
[31, 41] 
Spiral-coil GHE 1) Soil region is regarded as a 
porous medium including the solid 
particles and pores; 2) Fluid region 
is treated as 1D model 3) The soil 
properties are regarded as constant 
values at all depths and 
temperatures. 
1) The initial soil temperature and fluid 
velocity are 15.2 °C and 0.5m/s, respectively; 
2) The calculation domain boundary 3D 
model is set as 30 m×15m×5m; 3) The inlet 
pipe wall temperature is regarded as the 
ground surface temperature. 
Based on the FEM 
coupled with CFD 
analysis. 
The mean difference 
is 3.92%, while the 
maximum difference 
is 8.85%. 
1) To assess the influence of key 
input parameters on the system 
performance; 2) To provide an 
optimum design condition for 
the horizontal GHP unit; 3) To 







1) The influence of acceleration is 
ignored; 2) No slip boundary 
conditions at the walls. 
1) The initial condition is treated as the inlet 
fluid temperature: T(x, y,H, t 0) 7 C= = ± ° ; 
2) The 3D calculation domain of size is 
defined as 2 m×2m×1.5m;  
Based on the CFD 
analysis. 
The discrepancy is 
less than 10% 
between 3D model 
and test data. 
1) To investigate the thermal 
performance of different types of 
horizontal GHEs; 2) To analyse 
the effects of different factors on 
the heat transfer rate. 





1) The working fluid flow is 
simplified as 1D model; 2) The 
heat transfer in the cross-section of 
working fluid inside the pipe is 
ignored; 
1) The original inlet temperature is assumed 
as 6 °C; 2) The original soil temperature is 
also assumed as 6 °C; 3) The computational 
domain is assumed to be 35 × 32 × 10 m; 4) 
The GHE pipes are thought to be buried with 
the mean depth of 1.5 m underneath the soil 
surface; 5) The side and bottom boundaries 
of the soil region are defined as the Dirichlet 
boundary condition ; 6) The top of soil 
surface boundary is set as the Robin 
boundary condition; 
Based on the 
COMSOL 
Multiphysics. 
N/A 1) To study the heat transfer rate 
among the different horizontal 
GHEs; 2) To analyse the 
seasonal soil properties 







1) The influence of soil 
temperature on the far-field 
boundaries is ignored; 2) The 
influence of groundwater 
movement, rain infiltration and 
contact thermal resistance are not 
taken into account. 
1) All side walls are assumed as adiabatic 
boundaries; 2) The bottom boundary is 
defined as a constant heat flux of 65 W/m2. 
 
Based on the CFD 
analysis. 
The difference is in 
the range from 1°C to 
2°C. 
1) To optimize the designs for 
horizontal GHEs based on 
various arrangements and pipe 
wall materials; 2) To assess the 





3.2 Economic evaluation approaches 494 
Over the past few years, there has been an increasing number of articles which report on the cost of the horizontal GHP and 495 
compare with the conventional air-conditioning system. In this section, some economic indicators and feasibility solutions are 496 
reviewed. The horizontal GHP has substantially higher capital cost than the conventional air-conditioning system, mostly 497 
because of the initial expenses of heat pump and ground trench excavation work which take up almost 60% of the total 498 
construction expense. However, the horizontal GHP has low operational expense because of its high efficiency. Many economic 499 
indicators and methods are used to investigate the GHP initial cost, investment on return and payback period, including Levelized 500 
Cost of Heat (LCOH), Levelized Cost of Service (LCOS) , Capital Recovery Factor (CRF), Present Worth (PW) , Discounted 501 
Cash Flow Analysis (DCFA) , Internal Rate of Return (IRR) , Discounted Payback Period (DPP) , Simple Payback Period (SPP) , 502 
regression model  and “NPV/operating duration” methods. These approaches are demonstrated in detail in the following section. 503 
3.2.1 LCOH approach 504 
Wang [45] adopted the levelized cost of heat (LCOH) approach to fulfil heat requirements for various domestic buildings. Three 505 
categories of heating technology are investigated and compared, including an air source heat pump (ASHP), a gas boiler and a 506 
GHP. This approach is given as:  507 




Capital O & M Fuel Carbon[ ]







                                                                                                                          (46) 508 
where Capitalt is the capital expenditure in the year t (£); O&Mt is the operation and maintenance expenses (£); Fuelt and Carbont 509 
are the fuel and carbon costs in the year t (£), respectively; (1 + r)t is the discount factor in the year t with the discount rate r (%); 510 
MWht is the heat generated (MWh). 511 
 512 
Fig. 41. The LCOH for gas boiler, ASHP and GHP for different dwelling categories [45] 513 
Fig. 41 shows the LCOH results for five categories of domestic building with the average heating load. It is found that a gas 514 




house and just over £90/MWh in a flat. By comparison, a GHP system is the most expensive facility for fulfilling heating 516 
requirements in all dwelling categories. Furthermore, the LCOH for a flat is the highest because of its low yearly heat need 517 
reaching £140/MWh, roughly 20% higher than the ASHP and 30% higher than the GHP. 518 
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                                                                                                                              (47) 520 
where aend is the over the assumed valuation period; I is the investment cost (£); M is the maintenance cost (£); F is the operating 521 
costs for fuel and electricity (£); r is the interest rate (%); Q is the system’s discounted thermal energy output (kW). 522 
Their results indicate that the energy expense, capital cost and interest rate are sensitive to the LCOH variation.  523 
Daniilidis et al. [47] integrated the Ex-Post and Ex-Ante criteria to assess the financial cost of a GHP in Netherlands through the 524 
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where CapEx is the capital cost in year t (£); r is the discount rate (%); OpEx is the operation expense in year t (£); Heat is the 527 
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where CF is the net cash flow; t is the year. 530 
The Expected Monetary Value (EMV) is defined as [47]:  531 
EMV POS NPV (1 POS) COF= ⋅ + − ⋅                                                                                                                                              (50) 532 
where POS is the Probability of Success for the doublet drilling; COF is the Costs of Failure which are the monetary values for 533 
a successful and a failed doublet drilling, respectively. 534 
According to Fig. 42, it can be found that the drilling and piping system deployment expenses are the major initial disbursements, 535 
however, the sensitivity discloses that the NPV is mostly affected by the gas saturation and flow rate. The LCOH indicatrix is 536 
mainly sensitive to geological parameters including permeability and depletion, operational parameters including injection 537 
temperature and load factor as well as technical inputs parameters including network length and expense, the efficiency of heat 538 




    540 
Fig. 42. Sensitivity analysis for: (a) NPV index; (b) LCOH index [47] 541 
3.2.2 LCOS approach 542 
Wiryadinata et al. [48] utilized the levelized cost of service (LCOS) approach to analyse the potential benefits of the GHP for 543 
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where P is the NPV over their lifetime ($); Co is the expense at the first year ($); n is the yearly interest (%); s is the annual price 547 
escalation rate (%); M is 20 years; y is the different element of total expense ($). 548 
It is indicated that the energy LCOS savings are lower than the maintenance LCOS savings. Specifically, the total LCOS savings, 549 
which are evaluated to become between $1.7/m2/year and $3.6/m2/year, are affected by a mass of assumption conditions. The 550 
GHP initial cost is the most sensitive to installation expense and system efficiency.  551 
3.2.3 PW approach 552 
Present worth (PW) is also known as the present value (PV), which is the current value of a future sum of money or stream of 553 
cash flows given a specified rate of return. Noorollahi et al. [33] investigated the economic benefits of the GHP for a greenhouse 554 
in Iran by the PW method.  555 
 556 




It can be seen from Fig. 43 that the cash flow diagram contains a capital expense (P) and an operation expense in the first year 558 
(A1) inflated by the rate of j in the next year. 559 
The PW of the cash flow is expressed as: 560 
n
1
1 j1 ( )
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where P is the initial expense; A1 is the operating expense in the first year; i is the minimum attractive rate of return; j is the 562 
inflation rate (%). 563 
Four different inflation rates of 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30% are compared to obtain the most economical solution. It is denoted 564 
that the GHP with five heat pumps and 2500 m GHE is the most economically attractive among all GHP projects for 30 years of 565 
operation. 566 
Hakkaki-Fard et al. [49] performed a LCC assessment to study the difference between the capital and 10-year operation expenses 567 







                                                                                                                                           (54) 569 
where COSTannual is the annual electricity expense (£); DISC is the real Montreal discount rate (%); ESC is the electricity 570 
escalation rate (%). 571 
The total cost is given as: 572 
electricityLCC IC PW= +                                                                                                                                                                     (55) 573 
where IC is the capital investment of heat pump at year 0. 574 
It is found that the payback period of the GHP is more than 15 years. Nevertheless, the payback period would be fallen to just a 575 
few years if the GHE installation price is decreased by 50%. 576 
3.2.4 IRR approach 577 
Internal rate of return (IRR) method also considers the time value of money. It is used to study an investment project by 578 
comparing the internal rate of return to the minimum required rate of return of the project [50]. Morrone et al. [50] implemented 579 
the financial analyses of energy pile systems over 20 years of operation in Naples and Milan, Italy. The main economic indicators 580 
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where Sk is the economical saving per annum (€/year); OC is the whole expense of the alternative system to the conventional 586 
one (€); i is the yearly discount rate (%). 587 
 588 
Fig. 44. NPV variation with time at different interest rates: (a) Naples; (b) Milan [50] 589 
Fig. 44 presents the yearly savings of the horizontal GHP at different discount rates of 2.5%, 5% and 7.5% in Naples and Milan 590 
for 20 years’ operation. The NPV trend in Naples is similar to the one in Milan, but the economic performance in Milan is much 591 
better than that in Naples. Specifically, in Milan, the PI is 243% in terms of a discount rate of 5%, which stands for a wonderful 592 
economic performance, and the IRR shows a high value of 28.2%, by contrast in Naples, the PI of the investment with a discount 593 
rate of 5% is around 70%, which indicates the IRR index is equivalent to 12.4% displaying that the margin of revenue is quite 594 
limited [50]. 595 
Ghoreishi-Madiseh and Kuyuk [51] implemented an economic analysis of the GHP by means of the NPV and IRR methods.  596 
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where CFt is the cash flow at time t (£); IRR is the interest rate (%); n is the years of operation (year). 599 
 600 





Fig. 46. NPV variation with discount rate for IRR assessment [52]  603 
Fig. 45 describes the influences of heat pump COP on the IRR and NPV values. The IRR is largely a discount rate that brings 604 
the NPV to zero, thereby the IRR is able to be calculated by an NPV versus discount rate curve as shown in Fig. 46 [52]. These 605 
results conclude that the predictable growth rates that vary from 25.6% to 33.5% are higher than the said discount rate (15%), 606 
which discloses the proposed deployment scheme of the GHP should be quite attractive in terms of the investment perspective.  607 
3.2.5 DCFA approach 608 
 Gabrielli and Bottarelli et al. [53] compared the economic benefits of the GHP versus traditional condensing boiler (CB) to 609 
attain the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) based on the discounted cash flow analysis (DCFA).  610 
The cost of investment Ci is determined as: 611 
n
i 0 0 t t
t 0
r 1C C C [( ) ]
(1 r) 1 (1 r)=
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+ − +∑                                                                                                                                               (61) 612 
where C0 is the instalment cost (£); r is the discount rate (%). 613 
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where Ce is the operating expenses (£); g is the increasing rate (%).  616 
3.2.6 SPP approach 617 
The simple payback period (SPP) is the span of time needed to recover the expense of a capital investment. However, the SPP 618 
overlooks the time value of money. 619 
Initial investment made









Ren et al. [54] assessed the financial benefits of the GHP with both polyethylene and steel heat exchangers in China, and indicated 621 
that the payback periods of the polyethylene and steel heat exchangers are individual 3.45 years and 1.83 years, based on the 622 
SPP method. Kharseh et al. [55] assessed a GHP as a heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) unit for a domestic 623 
building in Qatar, and denoted that the SPP is about 9 years, whereas for similar application in Melbourne the SPP is 4.24 years 624 
[56].  625 
3.2.7 DPP approach 626 
The discounted payback period (DPP) method is a capital budgeting process to regulate the profitability of a project. The basic 627 
equation is expressed as below: 628 
Cumulative cash flow in year before recoveryYear before the DPP occurs
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Gabrielli and Bottarelli [53] studied the DPP for a domestic building in Italy given as: 630 
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                                                                                                           (65) 631 
where C0GHP is the investment expense for the GHP (£); C0CB is the investment expense for traditional condensing boiler (£); 632 
CEGHP is the operating cost for the GHP (£); CECB is the operating cost for the CB (£). 633 
Their results denote that when the PBP is lower than some predicted number of years (15 years), the initial cost of the GHP is 634 
worthy undertaking. Morrone et al. [50] compared the payback times of the GHP in Naples and Milan by using the DPP method, 635 
and illustrated that the GHP cost-saving can be attained about 20% with 8-11 years’ DPP compared to the traditional system in 636 
Naples, by contrast, the energy-saving is assessed not more than 10% with 4 years’ DPP in Milan. Imal et al. [57] performed the 637 
payback time analysis of a GHP for a 25 years’ lifetime, and obtained that the GHP saves $791/year with 8 years of payback 638 
period as presented in Fig. 47. 639 
 640 




3.2.8 Other approaches 642 
Yousefi et al. [10] proposed a regression model to predict the annual expense based on the ambient temperature and building 643 
cooling/heating loads in Iran. The equation is given as: 644 
1 2Y 7.32X 117.13X 1840.26= + −                                                                                                                                                     (66) 645 
where Y is the yearly expense (£); X1 is the temperature (K); X2 is the cooling/heating ratio (%). 646 
It can be found from Fig. 48 that the cooling/heating demand ratio varies from 0.66 to 3.45, and the cooling/heating ratio can be 647 
utilized to forecast the yearly expense. 648 
 649 
Fig. 48. A comparison between energy ratio and total annual system expense [10] 650 
Kayaci and Demir [58] utilized the capital recovery factor (CRF) method to do the economic analysis in Turkey. The annual 651 
amount (A) is calculated by using the CRF at a constant interest rate expressed as: 652 
i eA (C C ) CRF= + ⋅                                                                                                                                                                         (67) 653 
where Ci is the initial cost (£); Ce is the energy cost of the system (£); CRF is utilized to allocate a single amount invested today 654 
over a uniform series of end year payment. The equations are obtained as follows: 655 
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where i is the interest rate (%); υ is the year of payback period (year). 659 
Nguyen et al. [59] performed an economic analysis for a fast food restaurant (NPV) by a new variable “NPV/operating duration” 660 
method. Fig. 49 displays the annual NPV variation in the operating period. The yearly system expense decreases with the 661 
operating duration, this reflects the fact that the initial investment is spread over a longer timeframe. Thereby, the fast food 662 





Fig. 49. Variation of NPV per annum with operating time for a fast food restaurant [59] 665 
3.2.9 Comparison of economic evaluation methods 666 
A number of economic approaches have been utilized extensively to evaluate the financial factors which impact the market for 667 
the horizontal GHPs in different countries. According to these research results, it can be found for the horizontal GHP that: 1) 668 
the NPV is about £24000–£30000 for a 20–30 years’ service lifetime; 2) the payback period is in the range of 4 to10 years on 669 
the whole. Apart from the variety of economic indicators, there is often a remarkable discrepancy in the economic impact factors 670 
such as time and location, inflation and discount rates, fuel expense, mortgage interest, electricity tariff as well as incentives, 671 
which could lead to substantial differences in the key financial performance and investment decision. Hence, a comparison of all 672 













































model [10]               
LCOH [45-47]               
LCOS [48]               
CRF [58]               
PW [33, 49]               
IRR [50, 51]               
DCFA [53]               
DPP [50, 53, 
57]               
SPP [54-56]               
NPV/operating 





4. Critical observations and recommendations for future study 676 
The techno-economic assessment of the horizontal GHP is an imperatively challenging area of research. The analytical and 677 
numerical models are combined as a useful tool to predict the working fluid temperature, heat transfer rates within a GHE, system 678 
performance and energy output. Additionally, some methods are also necessary to assess the financial benefits of the horizontal 679 
GHP. Yet, some techno-economic models of the horizontal GHP have been generalized in detail.  680 
Most analytical models are established based on the principle of superposition, thermal resistance, mirror image and Green’s 681 
function methods, in which the temperatures of the GHE and neighbouring ground are determined through a series of temperature 682 
nodes. Many amendments have been put forward on the analytical models, normally by adding a point heat source, and dividing 683 
the GHE into two or more regions. Nevertheless, when a high accuracy is required, more nodes are needed to be supplied, leading 684 
to massive of formulations that must be resolved properly to satisfy for accuracy requirement. Owing to a mass of differential 685 
equation requisites for a proper discretization in the GHE, several models are limited to the analytical type. Numerical methods 686 
are more accurate and dynamic, and performed by using the innovative methodologies and have been applied in the recent years. 687 
Meanwhile, the numerical models permit any category of geometry and conduce to determining the soil temperature within the 688 
GHE. On the other side, the numerical methods have the ability to assess the transient refrigerant flow along the pipe. The effects 689 
of the ground thermal conductivity, refrigerant flow rate, GHE depth and pitch spacing on the outlet refrigerant temperature, 690 
thermal short-circuiting loss and mean heat exchange rate can also be clarified.  691 
Most economic feasibility assessments conducted for the horizontal GHP adopt a number of simple economic approaches, such 692 
as LCOH, IRR, PW, and SPP. More advanced approaches such as LCOS, regression model, CRF,NPV/operating duration, 693 
DCFA and DPP are also utilized. The merit of the advanced economic approaches is considering all future costs. These methods 694 
offer the assessment of future expenses with today’s expenses. On the other hand, the cash flow considers the time value of 695 
money and future inflation rate. 696 
Although more efforts have been focussed on the application and enhancement of the techno-economic assessments, there are 697 
still a few domains that require to be given attention to create the framework for forthcoming study in order to spread out the 698 
applicability of the horizontal GHP technology, those domains are summarized in the following: 699 
• A number of existing analytical and numerical methods have not taken into account the influence of the moisture on the 700 
performance of the horizontal GHE, where the groundwater advection is sensitive to the depth, number and spacing of the 701 
GHEs. More researches should be focused on this aspect. 702 
• To decrease the installation expense and promote the horizontal GHP technology, the minimum required length of GHE 703 
needs to be precisely deduced through analytical or numerical approach. The possibility of further reducing trench size by 704 




• The dynamic ground surface temperature cannot be presumed as an adiabatic boundary value or a constant value because of 706 
the complicated processes and mutual effects including the influences of cloud cover, solar radiation, relative humidity, 707 
ambient temperature, rainfall, wind speed, surface reflectivity as well as snow cover and so on. 708 
5. Conclusions 709 
The GHP system, which makes use of the soil as the heat source or sink, has high energy efficiency and low carbon emission. 710 
Despite its merits, the comparatively high capital expense is still an obstacle preventing the application of the vertical GHP 711 
technology. In comparison, the horizontal GHP system, which is mounted in a shallow trench with linear-loop, or slinky-coil or 712 
spiral-coil GHE, is a cost-effective option as the excavation expense of the horizontal trenches is prominently lower than the 713 
drilling expense of the vertical GHE. It is necessary to review various horizontal GHE options, typically in terms of system 714 
energy generation, economic and environmental benefits. Some important outcomes are obtained as follows: 715 
1) Heat transfer models of different horizontal GHE geometric structures are generalized including the linear-loop, slinky-coil 716 
and spiral-coil types. The spiral-coil GHE exhibits a better performance in the light of heat exchange rate compared to the 717 
linear-loop and slinky-coil types. Moreover, the soil thermal conductivity and working fluid flow rate within the pipe play 718 
important roles on heat transfer for the horizontal GHE arrangement but the installation depth of the horizontal GHE has 719 
weak influence. 720 
2) Most analytical models are developed on the basis of the principle of superposition, line source model, thermal resistance 721 
theory, Green’s function and mirror image methods. The heat transfer mechanism is usually treated under the steady-state 722 
and determined through a sequence of temperature nodes. Although analytical models need less calculating time, they are 723 
weak for high precision simulation with a long-term operation. To solve the issue, several numerical models are established 724 
by the FEM, FDM, FVM, ADI with some commercial software including the CFD, Matlab, FEFLOW and COMSOL due 725 
to more accurate nature. Numerical models consider the effects of the soil thermal conductivity, working fluid flow rate, 726 
thermal short-circuiting between the pitch spacing and ground surface. However, the main drawback of numerical 727 
approaches is their long computation periods in terms of the complex heat transfer and discretization procedures. 728 
3) Most economic analyses for the horizontal GHP system use a number of simple approaches like LCOH, IRR, PW, and SPP 729 
methods. More innovative approaches such as LCOS, regression model, CRF, NPV/operating duration, DCFA and DPP 730 
methods are rarely employed. The advantage of using the advanced economic approaches is considering all future costs and 731 
economic parameter variations, the cash flow is determined by the time value of money and future inflation rate. 732 
4) For future investigations, the computer programs should be further established, and a comprehensive evaluation is definitely 733 
needed to proof their precisions for the practical applications. Moreover, for the horizontal GHP system, the minimum pipe 734 
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